DIRECTOR, FBI (105-0) 3/24/64

SAC, LOS ANGELES (105-16378) (RUC)

FRANK VEGA
IS - CUBA
(00 NEW YORK)

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HERETO IS UNCLASSIFIED

Re Los Angeles letters to the Bureau dated 1/28/64, and 3/5/64, and Bureau letter to Los Angeles dated 2/19/64, all regarding "HARRY DEAN IS - CUBA", Bureau file 62-109219.

Enclosed for the Bureau and New York are copies of a letterhead memorandum captioned and dated as above in Los Angeles setting forth all information obtained from DEAN concerning VEGA.

The interviews with DEAN were conducted by SAs RICHARD L. CROMWELL and WILLIAM J. MC CAULEY, on 12/10/63, and by SA MC CAULEY on 3/13/64.

The concealed source utilized in the citations of the FPCC (as applicable to DEAN's activities in Chicago), and of EDGAR SWABECK, mostly derived from the reports of SA JOHN N. MORGAN dated 7/26/61, at Chicago and SA LEE R. INMAN dated 7/26/62, at Los Angeles regarding "EDGAR SWABECK SM - SWF", Bureau file 100-361850, Los Angeles file 100-60840, and are:

CSLA 3184-S, WF 1282-S, and CG 6259-S in connection with the FPCC.

CG 5933-S, CG 6259-S and LA 4015-S, in connection with SWABECK.

The letterhead memorandum is classified confidential because it contains information, the unclassified dissemination of which could reasonably result in the disclosure and compromise of informants of continuing value to the detriment of the national security.
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